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     Harry Meyer, John Larson, Kayvon Havaei-Ahary 

 
 
Welcome to the 2015 edition of 
Speakeasy. This issue marks the 27th 
year for this publication. Gunma JALT 
takes great pride in Speakeasy and we 
hope it shows. 

Last year the staff of Speakeasy 
engaged in a deep debate on what 
direction the publication should take 
and more fundamentally on the topic of 
“What is Speakeasy?” It was decided 
that more individuals should be 
encouraged to make their voices heard, 
so we appealed to outside our usual 
tertiary community to those not 
teaching in colleges and universities - 
with fruitful results. This year ’s edition 
contains a number of interesting works 
from those working with young children 
to those working in high schools.  

Kayvon Havaei-Ahary outlines 
some activities to develop active 
learners through fostering questioning 
skills. Stephanie Ortiz reflects on how 
teaching in Japan redefined her 
pedagogical beliefs. Amy Russo 
introduces strategies and activities to 
increase fluency for learners. Johan 

Saputra Muljadi investigates Assistant 
Language Teachers’ opinions regarding 
what aspects they dislike about team 
teaching and what they consider a 
good team teaching environment. Mel 
Thompson provides insight into how 
the fantasy role play game Dungeons 
and Dragons can be used to teach 
children. Michele Steele examines the 
crossroads of high school uniforms and 
social hierarchy in her poem Facets. 
     This year Speakeasy was, as 
always, a collaborative effort. Special 
thanks to Kayvon Havaei-Ahary and 
John Larson for recruiting submitting 
authors and proofreading. And to Harry 
Meyer and John Larson for their 
extensive work advising and editing 
together with this year’s authors. 

We hope that the contents of the 
Speakeasy will enlighten, inform, and 
inspire you, our readers, to submit your 
own work. If you have an idea you wish 
to submit, please search for us online. 
The current Speakeasy editorial staff 
can be reached through the webpages 
of Gunma JALT or Speakeasy.

 
 
 

What is Speakeasy? 
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Developing Active Learners 

By Kayvon Havaei-Ahary 
 

Developing active learners is quite a common target in English language education these days, 

but it can be quite difficult to define. Most interpretations pertain to a communicative and 

learner-centred approach, in which students` actively participate in the learning process 

(Richards and Rodgers 2001). 

However, what seems to be overlooked in the process of having students interact and 

communicate more, is the need for students to generate the conversation and initiate their own 

learning. From this perspective, I think that questioning skills play an important role in facilitating 

the development of active learners, and thus opportunity for students to ask and form their own 

questions needs to be fostered in the classroom.  

Student generated questions are quite rare in my own teaching context at a senior high 

school and seem to be particularly demanding on them. It is easy to see the value in having our 

student`s ask questions: They aid the learning process (help us know what the student`s want or 

need to know), develop a more natural and interactive learning environment between teacher 

and students, develop more autonomous learners, and develop student`s critical thinking 

(Rothstein & Santana 2011). Given the value of their function in language it`s surprising that in 

most EFL contexts it gains little attention. 

From the basis of the EFL classroom it is quite easy to see why such a paradigm has 

developed. It predominately fosters an answer dominated pedagogy and promotes the idea that 

answers are more important than questions. This bias is clearly evident in most language 

learning textbooks, in which the actual opportunities for students to ask questions (and form 

their own questions) are very limited. In addition, from my own experience I have been guilty of 

assuming that when a student understands and answers a question that they can also form the 

same question type, but as we know this is quite a different skill. This is not necessarily a more 

difficult skill, but it requires practice in the classroom.  

Therefore, I propose the need for employing more question-centred activities in the 

classroom and more opportunity for students to ask questions, as a means of developing more 

confident, active, and inquisitive students. For the rest of this paper I will go through a number of 

question-centered activities that have benefited me, and will hopefully give you some new ideas 

of how to give your students the opportunity to practice creating questions in the classroom, 

and thus hopefully motivate them to become more active learners. 
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1. Dictation 

- Read a sentence from a text to the students. 

- Ask students to write a transcript of the sentence while you read it. 

- If the students do not ask any clarification questions, continue reading the next sentence. 

*When students start to fall behind, it will force them to ask you for help (e.g. learning 
English is `what`?). If students are unable to ask the questions they want to, provide them 
with some examples. 
*This activity can be followed by pair or group dictation. 

 

2. Course reporters 

- Put students into pairs or groups. 

- Tell the students to make a list of questions they have about the course or lesson (e.g. what 

topics will we study? How much homework will we have?). 

- Get students to ask you the questions after preparing them.  

- Students should record the questions asked and the teacher`s answers. 

*This could be developed into a needs analysis in which students rate the information they 
have collected in a likert-scale of 1-5.  
 

3.  Getting to know your classmates ( jigsaw activity) 

- Split your class into equal groups (e.g. 4 groups of 4). 

- Assign each group a topic (e.g. English, hobbies, family, travel // music, sports, movies, 

food). 

- Tell each group to write 4 questions about their topic using 4 question types, e.g. What, Who, 

Where, When (you can choose the question types).  

- Each group`s members must write the same 4 questions. 

- After groups have created their questions, assign each group member a number, e.g.:  

Group 1: student 1, student 2, student 3, student 4 

Group 2: student 1, student 2, student 3, student 4 

Group 3: student 1, student 2, student 3, student 4 

Group 4: student 1, student 2, student 3, student 4 

- Tell all student 1s to form a new group, all student 2s to form a new group, etc. 

- In their new groups students must ask their 4 questions to all of their new members and 

record all the answers. 

- After all students have asked their questions they must return to their original groups and 

create a table of all the information. 

- Then each group must present their information to the rest of the class. 
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4. Memory-tag  

- Get students to write 3 questions they would like to ask their classmates (e.g. what is your 

favorite food?). 

- Put the students into groups of 4. 

- Have students take turns in asking their questions to all group members. 

- The students need to remember their group members` answers, but they cannot record the 

answers. 

- Once all group members have asked all of their questions, break the students from their 

groups.  

- Tell them to try and recall all of the answers to their questions (give them a short time limit 

of about 2-3 minutes). 

- Tell the students that they will have a chance to check and confirm the information by 

asking their group members tag-questions (depending on the level of the students this may 

have to be demonstrated). 

*optional: Give them time to prepare the tag questions they will ask.  
- Re-group the students into their groups and have them ask each other their tag-questions.  

- For each piece of information they recorded correctly they get one point.  

- The student that gets the most points is the winner. 

 
Kayvon Havaei-Ahary comes from England. He has been teaching English for 4 

years at a Japanese senior high school on the JET (Japanese Exchange and 

Teaching) Programme and is currently studying for his masters in TESOL at 

Nottingham University via distance learning. He is particularly interested in 

task-based learning and developing creative ways in which language can be taught 

in the EFL classroom. You can contact him at kayvonhavaeiahary@gmail.com 
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Facets 
  By Michele Steele

Walking down the hill to the station, I encountered a pack of high school kids, 

mostly boys, riding their bicycles to school. Their faces were glistening with 

perspiration from the effort of riding in the early morning heat. They wore 

blazers and striped ties, the uniforms I have been told are worn by the 

students who go to low-level high schools. This is a great tragedy of school 

uniforms - the social hierarchy that is established as a result, the marking at 

such an early age. These kids are said to be the ones who never studied and 

who care nothing about responsibility. 

 

I looked into their faces, watched the evident strain as they pumped their 

legs to propel their bicycles up the slope, saw in their eyes an earnestness, an 

inextinguishable determination to reach their destination. In that moment 

they were the greatest winners in the world, and I loved them all.
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Michele Steele has been involved with JALT for over fifteen years, almost as long as she 

has lived in Gunma. She works as a university instructor, primarily at Gunma Women's 

Prefectural University. 
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How Teaching in Japan Redefined My 
Pedagogical Beliefs 
  By Stephanie Ortiz 

As my teaching assignment in Japan comes to an end, I have been reflecting on how my teaching 

beliefs have shifted over the course of the last three years. Beliefs about language learning and 

pedagogy stem from life experiences, self-discovery, workplace experiences, and what “works” in 

a particular setting (Graves, 2000). The experiences that I have gathered have helped me improve 

as an educator and have helped me to further develop how I approach language teaching. The 

following is a basic set of teaching beliefs that have emerged and that offer me new ways to 

appreciate my journey as a language teacher. 

My View of Teaching 

I believe in my students. They come with life experiences that are as diverse as the languages of 

the world. In exchange for a communicative tool, they offer their stories and a part of their lives. I 

believe that being a good teacher means that I do my best to make information accessible to all 

my students, considering their varying cultural and economic backgrounds. In serving students, I 

want to remain passionate, actively pursuing learning opportunities within professional fields to 

learn current methods and implement these in the classroom. I want to help students to value 

diversity and ethnic differences by facilitating a community within the classroom. 

My View of Learners 

Good learners are actively engaged in the learning process and growing a capacity for autonomy 

is at the core of success in language teaching (McCarthy, 1998). A curriculum that includes 

training can extend students’ learning beyond the classroom with the knowledge to perform 

successful strategies and ways of expressing themselves (Brown, 2007). In order to do this, the 

goals should be discussed with the students in each lesson so that they have an understanding of 

the relevance of topics. Providing goals helps students focus on their talents and experiences 

which is a skill that they can carry beyond the classroom (Brown, 2007). Self-awareness creates 

opportunities for students to accomplish such tasks as generating input and using contextual 
cues to decipher information that moves the learner out of the comfort zone. 

My View of Language Learning 

Meaningful Learning expresses that new information is taken in by the learner and is built upon 
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the foundation of existing, learned information (Brown, 2007). Capitalizing on students’ interests, 

academic goals, and career goals helps learners anchor everything possible to the foundation of 

existing knowledge and facilitates association and retention. 

     Motivation is a central variable in the success of acquisition (Brown, 2007). A motivated 

person can tap into goal-directed behaviour to accomplish tasks. Deci & Deci (1985) have argued 

that a learner’s motivation should be connected to the course or the teacher for the reward to 

bear significance (as cited in Kover &Worrell, 2010).  Goal-directed behaviour does help in 

acquisition.  Language learning is a tedious process and the ability to self-regulate is instrumental 

to success.  

 

The Social Context of Language 

Language is a dynamic system and a by-product of communication. Proficiency in a language is 

not measured by memorization of forms and structures but on information exchanges. How 

proficiency is determined becomes complicated by the native speaker debate; however, the 

validity of a “native speaker standard” should be questioned. It is not realistic to attempt this status 

or to compare the ability of an L2 user with a native speaker; this is simply a marker of one’s first 

language. Instead, the goal should be centred on an L2 user’s success in exchanging ideas, or 

communicative competence. 

     Learners are shaped by their social environments and depend on interaction in social 

spaces to become competent in communicative contexts (Zuengler & Miller, 2006). The 

sociocultural view of language learning states that language use in meaningful, authentic 

situations is the most important component of effective learning (Zuengler & Miller, 2006). 

Therefore, the teacher’s role is that of a facilitator, creating student-centred tasks which give 

learners genuine ways of using the target language. 

     I have learned that the students’ goals for language learning may not coincide with 

communicative goals. Some students need to acquire language for entrance into a university or 

to take a qualifying exam. In such cases, communication will not be relevant to the students and a 

structure-based approach to teach grammatical rules and vocabulary may be more appropriate. 

The teacher should operate in the best interest of the students.  

     Culture carries the behaviours, attitudes, beliefs, values, and perception of the world that a 

group filters into language. Social and psychological contact with the culture of the target 

language community is critical to acculturation. Adoption of the lifestyle and values of the 

community is not required, but attitude towards the target culture will directly affect success in 

acquisition. As a learner interacts, a new mode of thinking develops and a new identity emerges 

(Duff, 2007).  
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Learners coming from other countries bring with them new perspectives and are 

teachers themselves. Learners are an opportunity for teachers to re-examine their own 

perspectives and methods. Students from other cultures can challenge social constructs and 

provide new perspectives that can lead to important critical reflection (Smith, 2009). 

      Although these set of beliefs are not exhaustive, I have found it very therapeutic to 

revisit what informs my pedagogy and to discover how I have grown and what I understand. As I 

continue to work in the field of TESOL, I look forward to reflecting on my experiences and 

re-examining what makes the profession so meaningful to me. 
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Making Free Speaking Accessible to 
Everyone in Classroom Settings 
 
  By Amy Russo 

Introduction 

Everyone (teachers, students, schools) wants students to speak. Not only to speak, but to 

communicate and express themselves in meaningful ways freely and with confidence. Despite this, 

free speaking in a classroom setting is not systematically included in most curriculums. It is often 

thought notoriously difficult to organize and evaluate, plus not achievable by all levels of students. 

A common concern is that adding a free speaking exercise will backfire: one-word answers, blank 

stares, unhappy faces, frustration, and shutting down. Thus free speaking seems to be a high 

(unattainable) ideal achieved only by “best students,” which renders it useless for the vast majority 

of classrooms. This is a situation the author has had many times, but over time has learned the 

problem was not due to a lack of grammar/vocabulary, not due to a bad attitude/disinterest and 

not too far above student level. It boiled down to this: students literally do not know what to do 

and teachers do not know how to evaluate or smoothly incorporate it. This leads to infrequent 

practice with topics not at student levels, and when students cannot smoothly do the activity it is 

treated as further evidence that free speaking is not doable. It then seems to teachers and 

students alike backfire is a given, which further entrenches the feeling that free speaking is a nice 

thing, but just not practical.  

 

Proposal 

Free speaking (if scaled correctly) is not only accessible for all classrooms, but also deeply 

academically and individually beneficial. This paper will outline a method that has been 

successfully used at two high schools to make free speaking accessible to everyone. Free 

speaking skills can be acquired through a leveled series of non-threatening high return small 

victories, where everyone can see the visible progress.  The first half of this paper will introduce 

goals for free speaking exercises, along with strategies to achieve these goals. By clearly 

delineating goals and strategies, bite-sizes chunks will be created. Those chunks make evaluating 

free speaking manageable for teachers and performing free speaking becomes a defined task for 

students with the opportunity for self-evaluation and improvement.  

The second half of this paper will introduce a fast, flexible, and fun free speaking 

exercise; AAA. This exercise fits the strategies and goals of part one, and is therefore also easy to 

use as an evaluation tool. A little bit of background, AAA (sometimes called QA+1R) is a junior 
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high school conversation activity to promote impromptu speaking, reactions, and active listening 

in 2 minute rounds. This is a scalable activity that can be used from junior high school (JHS) 1st 

grade and up. After every few practices, you “level up” the activity to help students naturally 

develop conversation skills. (See Figure Ai) Students speak in complete sentences and aim to 

speak as smoothly and much as possible; students can use prompt cards. AAA is the high school 

version and stands for ANSWER, ADD and ASK, which starts roughly at the lesson 8 pattern. This 

paper will describe the version of AAA used by our schools, but we recommend other teachers to 

adjust AAA to their student current level. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure A: Conversational Practice Patterns 

PART ONE:  

Free Speaking Goals 

Communication = Sharing your ideas: if your partner understands then you are successful. 

Fluency = Sharing your ideas smoothly and keep a conversation going with your partner. 

Accuracy = Using easy, comfortable words and grammar your partner knows. 

This order of importance is critical. A common student problem is an excessive focus on 

accuracy, which leads to one-word answers, long pauses, etc. When students have trouble doing 

a speaking task, it adds to their internal belief that speaking cannot be done. To combat this, 

students were instructed, “In free speaking, accuracy is something we like; it's great, but it is our 

third goal and is only ‘times 1 or一倍’ important. Communication and Fluency are the top two 

goals and worth ‘times 3 or 三倍’ important. ” Students must periodically review these goals. All 

students at my both my mid-level and high-level academic high school could utilize these goals.  

Strategies for the Free Speaking Goals 

Communication: 1) reactions 2) gestures 3) facial expressions 4) voice tone 5) detailed sentences. 

Strategy 1: Reactions are the signposts of language that show your partner that you 

hear and understand. Students have consistently sought these functions: happy, interested, 

surprised, sad, support, and agree/disagree (see Figure B). Mostly these functions are 

accomplished with short phrases using familiar words. This makes it perhaps the fastest way to 

improve speaking performance. To increase energy level and memorability, teaching gestures are 

closely tied with reactions. For example, teachers can pair “That’s great” with thumbs up or “I see” 

with touching your eye then pointing out. Teachers serve as models by reacting through class 

over the year, which shows good teamwork and correct timing for reactions. Having students 

Lesson 1-2: Pattern QA           (JHS 1st grade starts here) 

Lesson 3-4: Pattern QA (+1)       (JHS 2nd grade starts here) 

Lesson 5-7: Pattern QA(+1)R      (JHS 3rd grade starts here) 

Lesson 8… Pattern QA(+1)R, Q2A2 
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practice the gestures/reactions combinations with a partner works well.  
 

 
Figure B: Reaction Dictionary (Communication) 

 

Strategy 2: Teachers show students that communication is far more than just words. 

Over 90% of communication is non-verbal, made up of body language and voice tone. Students 

use their whole bodies: eye contact, facial expression, voice tone, and gestures. For example, 

teachers demonstrate by doing a thumbs-up and say, “That’s great” twice, the first time in a bright, 

happy tone and the second in bored monotone. Students are asked to mimic and compare the 

different feelings.  

Strategy 3: Good communicators volunteer information. Students should use complete 

sentences and aim to have at least two ideas. A simple sentence contains one idea, e.g. I like ice 

cream. A detailed sentence contains two ideas, e.g. I like baseball and I am in the baseball club 

(See Figure C). Detailed sentences require the speaker to produce more language and expand the 

field of conversation.  

 
Figure C: How to make Detailed Sentences (Communication) 
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Fluency: 1) Ask follow-up questions 2) Talk around unknown words or change topic 

Strategy 4: The ability to make questions is vitally important to conversation, but while 

students know how they rarely exercise the skill. This can make students slow at producing 

questions, so making question formation more automatic is key. A conversation partner has the 

responsibility to listen actively and seek information through asking follow-up questions. Teachers 

illustrate follow up questions by using a nested set of 4 questions (See Figure D), that the ALT asks 

the JTE. After each answer, the ALT quickly draws a picture on the board of what is known so far. 

Then the ALT says, “I understand some now, but not enough.” The ALT asks the next question and 

updates the drawing (See Figure E). After all questions have been asked, teachers will have 

illustrated through the drawing how everyone can finally understand clearly the what, who, where, 

and why of the JTE’s story. Students work in pairs and ask the prompt question followed by three 

original follow-up questions and ‘draw a picture in their heads.’ 

 
Figure D: Demonstration Questions 

 

 
Figure E: Visual Demonstration of Answers 

 
Strategy 5: Students have a tendency to stall, if they cannot think of the perfect thing to 

say or how to translate their desired phrase. Students should work on talking around unknown 

words using “It’s like ___” or using gestures to explain. Students should also try for good teamwork 

and help their partner find words by providing assistance, “Do you mean __?” or “You mean, __?” 

Students can always change topic as well by saying, “By the way, [New question]?” It is important 

that students do not see changing topics as failing, but rather as another way to make a 

conversation smooth.  
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Accuracy = 1) KISS: Keep it short and simple. 

 Strategy 6: Students should use grammar and words that are comfortable for them. A 

general rule of thumb is if you would need to check the dictionary for a word it's too hard. 

Students should understand it is not cheating to use simple, clear English.  

 

Thoughts on Scaling 

Adding any number of the strategies will benefit your students (without or without AAA). For 

example, I start off my mid-level academic school by only introducing reactions + gestures 

(Strategy 1) and having them practice making chains of follow-up questions (Strategy 4) at first. 

Students practice a few lessons before I start slowing adding the other strategies in (takes about 1 

semester) and build towards AAA (the following semester). The key point is to make free speaking 

look really doable to students, so they relax and engage with teachers praising all effort and so 

students can gain confidence and over time improve as number strategies in use goes up. 
 
PART TWO: Using AAA Goal-Oriented Self-Evaluation 

Now that the goals and the strategies used to achieve them are clear, free speaking become a 

known quantity and measureable. This section will detail the AAA used at my schools. Figure F is 

the version of AAA I use at my high level academic high school with more detailed requirements 

of students. For my mid-level academic school, I adjust the requirements, making them more 

open. For example, I write only ANSWER, ADD, and ASK on the board without listing 

requirements for a detailed sentence or follow-up question. Scaling AAA (or QA+1R) to your 

current students is recommended; starting with simpler instructions often produces best results.  

 
Figure F: AAA for High Level Academic High Schools 
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Figure G: Student Self-Evaluation Rubric 

 
Activity Procedure:  
1) Students play rock/paper/scissors. The winner is A, and the partner is B. Students aim to have 

good Communication and Fluency. (worth x3 ) 
2) A introduces a topic (either given or original) by saying, “By the way [Question?]” At first, it is 

best to choose easy factual questions, “what did you do on Sunday?” or simple preference, 

“what kind of food do you like?” 

3) B ANSWERs using a detailed sentence and then ADDs a related second sentence (simple or 

detailed) and A reacts.  

B ASKs a follow-up question.  

4) A then ANSWERs, ADDs and ASKs in the same way, while B reacts. Students continue for 2 

minutes. If necessary, students change topics by saying, “By the way [New Question].”  

5) Afterwards, stop and have students do a self-evaluation together. (See Figure G) They 

evaluate their performance on the scale 1 to 7 for the 3 goals and count their questions 

(average is 4, high is 10). Students should then consider how to improve during the second 

practice; what should they do differently?  

6) Repeat with a new partner. It is convenient if done in groups of 4 people; students work with 

the person in front first and next to them second.  
 
To add a game element, simply find the pair with the most questions.  Start low and work high, 

asking the class “Who has one question?” then “Who has two questions?" and so on, praising 
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students at each number.  It is also a good idea to challenge students to get more questions or 

improve their Communication or Fluency numbers the second practice.  

Using the sheet below in Figure H, the first introductory lesson may take about 30-40 

minutes to complete. (You can contact the author for related worksheet1)  Students then can 

practice once a week doing two 2-mintue AAA conversations as warm-ups.  After 6 weeks, 

students can take a practice test during their regular team-teaching (TT) class.  Each teacher 

listens to 10 pairs in 45 minutes, giving about four minutes for each pair.  While others are being 

tested, the remaining students do active group work to create sufficient background white 

noise.  After the test, students receive comments on how to improve. The practice test helps 

both students and teachers get used to the grading system and become active participants. 

Students do 4 more weeks of AAA and then are given a real test during TT. This whole process 

can be done in one semester, but doing it continuously is recommended. Students can lose some 

gains if the skills are not exercised. The outcome in my classes was clear: students understood 

how to develop conversation on an abstract level, gained many positive experiences using English, 

learned to produce English more automatically, talk about themselves, and improve 

self/peer/teacher feedback over time.  
 

 
Figure H: First Introductory Lesson for AAA 
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Conclusion 

Often students spend all their time building the tools of language (vocabulary, grammar etc.), but 

little time learning their proficient use; students are passive in their language development.  

However, this can be changed through systematic inclusion of leveled free speaking in curriculums. 

Free speaking (in combinations of strategies and/or AAA) can be made to fit all levels of 

classrooms and so give students a change to take an active role in their language learning. Our 

students excel at meeting expectations, if they can see how and why, teachers can utilize this by 

making free speaking a part of our expectations of what is possible. Bottom line, everyone can 

win: leveled free speaking not only fosters a sense of personal accomplishment and reinforces 

skills for all English classes but also provides both students and teachers a practical road map for 

advancement.  
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ALT’s Thoughts on Teaching in Japan 
 By Johan Saputra Muljadi 

In 2013, I decided to survey 20 junior high school ALTs of Maebashi City focusing on two 

particular focal points: what aspects of the current team-teaching situation are disliked and what 

makes a good team-teaching environment. 
 

Table 1. Team-Teaching Situations ALTs Dislike 

Strongly 

Agree 

Agree Slightly 

Agree 

Slightly  

Disagree 

Disagree Strongly  

Disagree 

1 5 6 6 2 0 

My Japanese lead teachers know how to utilize me 

1 8 4 5 1 1 

I am satisfied with the amount of class time given for team teaching 

0 5 4 3 6 2 

I am satisfied with the amount of student-to-student communication in team-teaching 

lessons  

0 3 9 5 3 0 

The English taught/used in activities is authentic  

2 7 7 3 1 0 

My JTE (Japanese Teacher of English) uses my teaching ideas  

3 4 6 1 6 0 

My JTEs have the English skills needed to communicate clearly about lesson planning  

3 2 8 3 3 1 

My JTEs have the English skills needed to teach the content of our English lessons 

 
Table 1 illustrates team-teaching situations ALTs dislike. In “The English taught/used in 

activities is authentic”, 0 participants strongly agreed and only 3 participants agreed, and the 
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remaining 9 slightly agreed, 5 slightly disagreed, and 3 disagreed. This could suggest that ALTs 

ideas are still heavily controlled by JTEs on what is allowed and disallowed in the classroom. In the 

additional space on my questionnaires for teachers to comment, a teacher wrote “some JTEs have 

very low-confidence in themselves and are afraid to ask for help from the ALTs or have an ALT in 

their class. This mentality should be changed”. Another teacher wrote, “I’m pretty lucky with my 

JTEs; they’re strong teachers, open to ideas and know how to get the best out of me and the 

class”. The common norm is JTEs advising ALTs to construct communicative activities from pages 

of the textbook students had learned in class. JTEs are often critical on the content as JTEs would 

advise the ALTs, “I think it is too difficult for the students because they have not learned it”. On a 

positive note, during my years of team-teaching with one JTE, where possible she would allow me 

to have a freer role where I could implement a series of communication activities reciting 

grammar patterns they learned in class. When she decided that the lesson must be on textbooks 

or worksheets, it naturally became livelier simply because there were two teachers in the 

classroom; the students could freely ask questions, work in small groups, and the teacher could 

tailor to individual needs. From this I would like address the importance of authenticity in 

language learning. Transforming textbook materials into communicative activities is always 

possible, but it requires improvisation and language input from the native speaker in order to 

achieve authenticity. Even without a concrete plan for communicative activities, in lessons where 

the ALT is present, authentic communication can be achieved through the reinforcement of 

classroom language such as, “excuse me, I don’t understand this question”, etc.  

The other focal point that I would like to draw attention to is the sixth question of the 

survey, “My JTEs have the English skills needed to communicate clearly with me about lesson 

planning”. Three participants strongly agreed, 4 agreed, 6 slightly agreed, 1 slightly disagreed, and 

6 disagreed. This evidence shows a drastic improvement from what McConnell (2000:211) 

referred to as “language skills road block”. McConnell concluded upon his findings between 1993 

to 1999, “…deficiency in English conversational ability led many JTEs to fear loss of face in the 

classroom and in the teacher’s room”. Most JTEs found it difficult to convey what they really 

thought about the ALTs ideas, partially because JTEs resisted surrendering some autonomy in the 

classroom. It has become an exciting opportunity for the students because in general, present 

Japanese teachers have better English communication skills. This could suggest that team 

teaching lessons today are not largely spent on reading or translation. 

Learner English (2001), Team Teaching (1990), Planet Eigo: Down To Earth Team Teaching 

(2007), Team Teaching: What, Why, and How (2000), Professional Development for Language 

Teachers (2005), are great resources that should be available in every public school in Japan or 

given during orientation. Brown (2014), Christmas (2014), Hahn (2013), Hamamoto (2012), 

Hiratsuka (2013), Macedo (2002), Ogawa (2011), Rapley (2010) and Tahira (2012) research articles 

are also worth reading, especially to JTEs more than ALTs. These articles should be translated into 
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Japanese so JTEs can understand how ALTs really feel. In the near future, as I now live in 

Sagamihara city in Kanagawa prefecture, I am interested to know about the team-teaching 

situation and how they are different or similar to Maebashi City. 
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Dungeons and Dragons for Children 
  By Mel Thompson 

Dungeons and Dragons (D&D) was created by Gary Gygax (1974), out of his passion as a child of 

playing war-games and battleship. D&D is a fantasy tabletop role-playing game where 

participants play in a world created by the Dungeon Master (DM) or Game Master (GM). The 

players design their own characters by choosing the stats themselves, for example: height, weight, 

gender, job, weapon, clothes, etc. Once the characters are established the DM creates the story or 

background for the players and details what quest they embark on. Quests could be: investigate a 

robbery, defeat a dragon, etc. The DM and the players will roll the dice to decide how certain 

events will unfold in the story until the quest is completed. This is a brief summary of how D&D is 

played. 

For my students (ages 4-8), D&D is a great game to play as it involves learning English 

through playing. I control the dialogue, scenarios, and story, while the students decide their 

characters` fate. This gives me great control without them realizing that English is being learned to 

play. The imagination is the limit with D&D, as long as you can make the encounters and story fun 

for children with a chance to fight monsters, win treasure, and save the day as a hero they will be 

enthusiastic to play while using English. Examples of my encounters to get my students to use 

certain speech or grammar such as verbs include the following prompts: do they “run at the 

goblin?”, “fight the goblin?”, or “wait for him?” 

Materials:  

D20 Dice for Instructor and students 

Whiteboard with Markers 

Draw out a map, monsters, and squares 

Stickers 

Prep time: 3 minutes 

To scale down D&D for the EFL classroom, the materials and rules need to be tailored 

depending on the age and level of your students.  

Example D&D Game: 

For my youngest students 4 to 8 years old, it begins they are a band of friends looking to find 

treasure, in a cave, where an “evil” troll lives. If they can make it to the end and defeat the troll they 

win the treasure, which in real life I give them a sticker, which they love.  

To help them visualize this with English words, drawn on the whiteboard is the game board 

(around 20 to 30 squares), with spaces labeled: traps, monster, riddle, fool the monster, and are 

you…?, At the end of the tunnel (or last square) is a typical Japanese “Oni’ picture next to a chest 

of gold, which you tell the children is the troll/monster. The children`s characters can either be 
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designed on magnets or drawn on the board. You teach them the words needed to play the 

game such as treasure, monster, cave, numbers, and etc.  

D&D can be broken down to its simplest form the D20 system, in which the D20 (20 sided 

polyhedral dice) dice is used. To play, the DM rolls the D20 first. The students then roll, if they can 

get a higher number than the DM, they can advance together as a team. The children call out 

what number they roll to see if they rolled higher, which gets them to practice numeracy. An 

example would be if the DM rolls a 15, the students have to roll a 16 or higher to advance on the 

squares. If 3 students beat a 15, they get to move three squares through the cave. If one student 

beats the DM’s roll of 15, they move once space. If no student can beat the DM’s roll they move 

back one space. The rules don't need to be explicitly explained, they will figure it out by playing 

and watching.  

The squares that were used in this game are labeled below: 

Trap 

When they encounter the trap square, a trap is activated; everyone must act together to escape 

the trap. For this all the students perform Total Physical Response (TPR) such as swim, run, jump, 

hop, fly, skip, walk, jog, etc. to evade the trap. Have fun and over exaggerate the trap and tell 

them they have to escape. They excitedly perform the list of TPR, you say in order to evade the 

trap and continue the story.  

Riddle 

This encounter is taken from the many folktales of the hero who answers a riddle to get past a 

monster, gate, or bridge. For your students’ level, adjust to what they can handle or what you 

have already taught them. An example, “It’s white and black, what animal is it?” They will respond 

with panda, penguin, or zebra. You congratulate them on passing the challenge and ask all the 

students in turn. The next could be, “It’s big and brown, what it is?” Answer is bear. This goes on 

until everyone has a turn and once everyone succeeds they can move on to the next square.  

Monster 

With this encounter the children see a glimpse of a monster and must scare it away by doing TPR 

actions such as yell, shout, clap your hands, stamp your feet, etc. You act as the monster. When 

the students have performed the actions (loud enough) you act as the monster running away. 

They feel they are stronger than the monster and revel in being the one to scare the monster 

away. After this they can move to the next square.  

Fool the Monster 

In this encounter the students come across a monster and he asks them questions about 

themselves but they must not answer correctly. This can be used in a variety of ways, what’s your 

name, how old are you, where are you from etc. They must come up with false answers such as 

“My name is Hanako, I am 33 years old, I am from China” and so on. It is fun to play and they 

relish in being able to fool the monster. Once every student has had a turn they get to move to 
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the next square.  

Are you…? 

During this encounter the students come across an old monster, who can barely see and he ask 

them questions of “Are you….?” The first couple of questions should be created to ensure 

students` answer `no`, for example “Are you a panda?”, “Are you sleepy?” “Are you a girl/boy”, “Are 

you twenty years old?” They practice saying, “Yes I am” and “No I’m not.” They like the definite no 

answers as you pretend to be a blind old monster and when they all get a turn to answer `yes` 

they move on to the next square. 

Boss Fight! 

When the children get to the last square they must fight the evil troll, which turns out to be you 

the teacher! The young students will gasp in surprise that it was you the entire time. To defeat you 

they must roll a high number on the D20 dice, for example over 17. When a student rolls over the 

set high number, they must battle through `Rock, Paper, and Scissors` to see if they can attack the 

monster. This is a great way to battle and the children’s imagination will fill in the rest of the fight. If 

the `monster sensei` loses three battles of Rock, Paper, Scissors the battle is over and the monster 

sensei gives away his valuable treasure of stickers. Each student is allowed to choose one sticker. 

This gives them an incentive to want to play again in the future as it makes them feel that they 

won something special. 

This is a template of the English used in D&D for my students; you can adapt the English 

or grammar to fit your kids or the lesson’s needs. Feel free to try new encounters and ways of 

getting the students to engage in English with this game. 

As the instructor/DM, you can set or change the rules to help the students to progress 

while keeping the rules understandable to their respective levels of English. There are many 

benefits of D&D. You can make a continuous story with your students when you play. This is great 

as it will keep their interest and feel they are progressing through a story, which they are getting 

to make choices. For you as the instructor you get to craft a story that gets them to use the 

English you want them to practice. Dungeons and Dragons has given my students a wonderful 

way to play and use English instead of drills. It’s a great device to get them to practice English, 

while they are focused on playing a game. 
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